
Preparing for your new Joint



PRE-OPERATIVELY
• Plan to attend the preoperative class prior to your 

surgery, at least one to two weeks before your 
surgery date.  Class is every Wednesday @ 10:00am 
in the Orthopedic Sports Center across from Pre-
Admission testing (4th floor).  An Orthopedic Nurse 
and Physical Therapy associate will teach this class.  
We encourage you to bring a family member or 

friend with you to class.

• If you should 
become ill with fever, 
cold, sore throat or 
other illness, notify 
your surgeon before 

coming to the 
hospital.

• The purpose of class is to give you and your family 
an idea of what to expect and the opportunity to 
ask questions.

• The importance of establishing a discharge 
plan before you come to the hospital will be 
emphasized in the class so you will have time to 
coordinate support from others.

• Also on this day you will have your pre-admission 
testing for lab work, registration, etc. completed.

DAY OF ADMISSION
• We need for you to bring a complete list of any 

medications and the dosage you take with you to 
the hospital.

• You will need to bring loose clothing to wear 
for physical therapy sessions. Clothes that you 

would wear for an exercise class are suitable. 
(Loose gym shorts, T-shirt, comfortable 
shoes ie. tennis shoes). Plan for about 2 - 3 
changes of clothes because the first 2 days 
you will typically use hospital gowns.

• You will need your grooming items, such 
as toothpaste, tooth brush, deodorant, 

socks, and hair brush.

• You may want to purchase 
parking coupons ahead of 
time.



AT HOME BEFORE SURGERY
• Check with your doctor if you are on blood 

thinners (Coumadin, Heparin, Lovenox, Plavix, 
Aspirin) or anti-inflammatory drugs (arthritis 
medicines such as Motrin, Advil, Indocin, 
Ibuprofen, Relafen, Nalfon, etc.) You will be told 
when to stop taking these medications BEFORE 
your surgery. Usually 7-10 days before surgery.

• Plan on someone staying with your for one to two 
weeks until you are able to ambulate and manage 
daily activities on your own.

• Initially it will be difficult to manage preparing 
meals and performing self-care without assistance. 

• Make your house user friendly for your return 
home from the hospital.  Some suggestions to make 
your home safer remove throw rugs you might trip 
on, clear a path big enough for your walker to the 
bathroom, bedroom, and kitchen.  Remove any 
electrical cords or objects that are in the path that 
you use to key areas of your house. 

• Review your bathroom and determine where you 
will bathe. Determine if modifications will be 
needed before you return home (removal of glass 
sliding doors in a bathtub to provide more space for 

   transfers) Based on the type arrangement in your
   bathroom, determine which bathing chair will be 

best for your space-shower chair, tub bench, etc.

• Since you will bathe in a seated position for a 
while, you may wish to go ahead and have the 
bathroom set up before you go to the hospital. 

• Put things within your reach. For example, in the 
kitchen put your supplies such as glasses, food, etc 
that you use on a daily basis where you can get to 
them. Move items in the bathroom so that they are 
easily reached.

• Buy your groceries ahead of time, so you are 
prepared for your return home from the hospital.

• If you use a C-PAP machine please bring to the 
hospital with you.

**Start thinking about your plans for home after 
surgery. 

• Are you going to have transportation for physical 
therapy or will you have a therapist come into your 
home?



DURING YOUR HOSPITAL STAY

• Typically you are in the hospital 3-4 days, it 
depends on the type of surgery whether it’s your 
knee, hip, or shoulder.

• The day of surgery is considered first day. You will 
come to the hospital, anesthesia will talk with 
you, same day surgery nurses will get you ready 
with IV, hospital gown, surgery consent signed, 
etc. (Remember to leave your valuables at home, 
money, credit cards, etc)

• After surgery you will go to the recovery room and 
from there you will go to your hospital room. You 
and your family will be given your room number.

• Your surgeon and a medical doctor (if needed for 
other medical treatment such as hypertension, 
diabetes, etc.) will see you on a daily basis.

• Case Management will visit with you to ask about 
your home needs and discharge needs; such as 
walkers, bedside commode, out patient therapy.

• Physical Therapy will assess your needs and 
establish a treatment plan with you. They will teach 
you specific exercises to help you adjust to 
your new knee, hip or shoulder.

• Depending on what time you get 
to your room and are awake 
after surgery, you may start 
gentle activity in your room. 
This may include sitting up 
on the side of the bed or 
standing at the bedside.

• Physical Therapy will work with you twice a day, 
either in your room or in the physical therapy 
department.

• Occupational Therapy may be ordered to teach 
you techniques that make getting dressed, bathing 
and using a toilet easier. 

• Your Nurse and assistant will make frequent rounds 
during your stay to evaluate you by taking your 
vital signs (blood pressure, pulse, and temperature, 
and oxygen level)

• Each room is a private room with bathroom, 
television, telephone and call light (to call nurse); 
with a small sofa which makes into a bed (if you 
have someone stay with you, but it is not necessary 
to have anyone stay with you).

• On discharge you will be given a prescription for 
pain medication and possibly anti-coagulant and 
information on when to return to see your surgeon.



1. Consider how you will enter and leave the house. Which entrance is the least restrictive- has less stairs, shortest
    distance to the living area where you will stay and which entrance has a handrail.

2. Identify the bedroom and bathroom that you will use. Things to consider include room to maneuver a walker around
    the bed and to the bathroom. Height of bed needs to be reviewed to make sure that you don’t have to have a stool. If
    needed, you may need to lower the bed before going to the hospital. 

3. Consider proximity of the bathroom to the bedroom. 
• Is it large enough for a walker? 
• Consider the bathing arrangement- is there a bathtub or walk-in shower? 
• Do you have grab bars or can they be installed?
• If you have a bathtub, do you have sliding doors that will need to be removed to allow access with a tub bench? 
• Do you have a handheld shower? If not, you may want to consider this
• Do you have non-skid rugs in the bathroom? If not, try to obtain
• Consider using a non-skid mat in the bathtub/shower
• Is your toilet standard or comfort height? If it is standard, you will need to obtain a bedside commode that will fit over the 

toilet. (many individuals use the bedside commode next to the bed initially and then position it over the toilet later, having 
arms to assist rising from a seated position is helpful after surgery)

4. Consider what equipment you will need and whether you can borrow it or will need to purchase it. Some items are not 
     covered but are helpful.  Everyone’s needs are different, but commonly used items include:

• Rolling walker vs. standard walker
• Bedside Commode
• Shower chair vs. tub bench
• Hip kit (long handle sponge,  reacher, long handle shoe horn, sock aide)

5. Consider how you will maneuver around your home safely with a walker. 
• Make sure pathways are clear
• Remove any loose throw rugs that you may trip over
• Make sure electrical cords are not blocking any areas where you will be walking
• If you have pets in the home, you may want to consider keeping them in a separate room, boarding them initially, or 

asking a friend to keep them
• Have night lights on, so when getting up during the night, you do not trip over anything
• You may want to consider adding a basket or bag on your walker to carry small objects while you are using a walker

6. Consider your kitchen set-up
• Keep commonly used items within reach on countertops or cabinets
• Have meals prepared prior to going to the hospital, that you can just heat up when needed
• Again remove any loose throw rugs
• Do not store commonly used items on high shelves

7. Consider your recovery area. This is where you will spend most of your time (reading, watching TV, resting)
• You will need a table within reach to hold your glasses, water/drink, medications, telephone, reading materials, ice bags, 

towel
• The chair that you sit in should have hand rests to push up from when standing and reach for when sitting. 
• Avoid chairs that are low (if it is low, you will need a cushion in the chair to make it easier to get in and out of).
• Recliners or chairs with ottomans are fine, but make sure they are easy to get in and out of

HOME PREPARATION
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